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We thank the reviewer for their favourable summary of our work.

In response to the general comments:

- Use of methods at a global scale

The reviewer makes an interesting point regarding the limitations of the study and its
validity at a global scale. For the countries examined in the study, including those where
English was not a native language, we did find good performance overall, despite a low
volume of tweets in some places (Figure 12).  For example, the tweet volume in Kenya
was low, however we found a high F2 score. Furthermore, the study only focused on a 6
month period of 2017, therefore missing the ‘rainy’ season for some countries (e.g. India)
and therefore this may have impacted performance there. Extending these methods over
a longer timeframe should improve performance for these countries and therefore there
would be more confidence in the use of the method globally.

We have ensured these points have been added to the discussion to hopefully clarify this
issue.

- Literature review and related work

We have added a ‘Related Work’ section to the Introduction which provides an expanded
literature review to include further commentary on similar studies:

Related Work

A number of studies have explored the use of social media as a source of information
about the impacts of extreme weather.  Social sensing is an approach developed in recent
years to analyse unsolicited social media data to detect real-world events of interest.

While social sensing is not specific to natural hazards and can be applied in a variety of
contexts (Liu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2012, 2019), social sensing has demonstrated
usefulness for natural hazard events.

Twitter data was used by Sakaki et al. (2010) to detect earthquakes in Japan, with reports



arriving in some locations before the shock had been detected by conventional
seismography. Many studies have followed, using a number of different approaches to
explore the use of social media as an information source during and following natural
hazard events. Some studies have focused on the use of social media to better understand
risk communication during an extreme natural hazard event. For example, Steward and
Wilson (2016) explore the use of social media throughout the crisis lifecycle during
Hurricane Sandy in the USA, building the STREMII model to better understand crisis
communication during an extreme weather event; Rainear et al. (2018) used Twitter data
collected during Hurricane Joaquin to explore the types of information communicated by
state emergency management accounts to better understand the flow of risk
communication during a crisis; Bossu et al. (2020) explored the use of crowdsourced
information, along with Twitter data, in a bespoke application during the 2019 earthquake
in Albania, finding that engagement of users with the app provided much more
information about the damage caused as a result of the earthquake than was available
using conventional methods.

Other studies have explored the use of social media to better understand the impacts of
extreme weather events. Many studies focus on individual events.  For example Fang et
al. (2019) use data from the Chinese social media platform, Sina Weibo, during the 2016
Beijing rainstorm, finding a positive correlation between social media activity and
precipitation intensity;  Sit et al. (2019) examine Twitter data collected during Hurricane
Irma, using geo-located tweets to identify locations with a high density of affected
individuals and infrastructure damage; and Han et al. (2019) use data from Sina Weibo
during the 2018 Shouguang flood to analyse the changes in sentiment of social media
users during the different development stages of the flood.  Further examples of other
studies examining the impacts of individual weather events at one particular location
include: studies relating to specific hurricanes in the United States (Guan and Chen, 2014;
Kim and Hastak, 2018; Lachlan et al., 2014; Morss et al., 2017; Niles et al., 2019; Wu
and Cui, 2018; Zou et al., 2018) and specific flooding events (Aisha et al., 2015; Brouwer
et al., 2017; Cervone et al., 2016; Kankanamge et al., 2020; Li et al., 2018; Rossi et al.,
2018). 

Some authors have begun to explore the use of Twitter for more wide-scale specific
weather event detection, Arthur et al. (2018) use Twitter data to detect and locate flood
events in the UK to produce maps of flood activity. De Brujin et al. (2019) compare
Twitter activity relating to flooding and hydrological information with flood events in the
NatCatSERVICE disaster database, finding a good comparison between these data
sources. Boulton et al. (2016) use Twitter data collected during several time periods to
detect and locate wildfires in the USA.  Cowie et al. (2018) find that user reports on
Twitter during the year can help to locate peaks in hayfever symptoms as a result of
pollen levels in the UK.  Furthermore, Spruce et al. (2020) examine Twitter data relating
to named storms, wind and precipitation in the UK finding that it is possible to identify
tweets which can be used to assess the impact of storms both temporally and spatially.

The following references will also be added as follows:
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We will now address the specific comments made in turn.

INTRODUCTION

A ‘Related Work’ section has been added to the Introduction which provides a more in
depth literature review with additional references to similar work, as detailed above.
We have added the following to the Introduction as follows:

“The Met Office is the national meteorological service for the UK, providing weather
services and contributing to climate science research worldwide
(https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/about-us/who).”

"There are limited options available for other global databases containing weather impacts
with which to compare our methodology against. There are databases such as
NatCatSERVICE, produced to record insurance loss as a result of natural catastrophes.
However we would like to consider impacts of extreme weather (i.e. disruption to daily
life) which don’t necessarily lead to financial loss which could be missing from this kind of
record. ReliefWeb, which is a humanitarian information source on global crises and
disasters, is another possible database from which to compare our results, however this is
filtered for disaster events which are most relevant to global humanitarian workers and
decision-makers, rather than all impactful events. Other available databases rely on
citizen input (e.g. the European Severe Weather Database (ESWD)), may be limited to
certain geographical areas, and are unlikely to contain the same level of rigour as the
Community Impacts Database in terms of criteria for inclusion.  Considering the options
available to us, the Community Impacts Database therefore provides the most
comprehensive database for comparing our methodology against."

METHODS

Line 88 sentence has been modified as follows:

“There are still some countries where use of the internet is not as widespread or

where social media is limited to certain platforms. Despite this limitation,

however, Twitter is still one of the most prevalent social media platforms across

the world and therefore likely to be a good source of information for understanding
where people are being affected by extreme weather, and how they are being impacted by
it. “



Line 106 sentence has been modified as follows:

“The dataset used in this study contained 519 entries (135 unique events) in the period
January-June 2017. Unique events refers to the fact that a single rainfall event can

lead to impacts in multiple locations.”

Line 122 sentence has been modified to explain this apparent inconsistency as follows:

“The Twitter Streaming API searches the whole of the tweet metadata for the

search terms requested in the search including tweet text, urls, and usernames. 

Therefore collected tweets were filtered to extract only those with one or more of the
selected keywords in the tweet text and to remove any duplicate tweet IDs”

Paragraph 2.3.2 has been amended to more of a bullet point format as follows:

“2.3.2 Gazetteer look-up

This filter checked the tweet to determine if a discernible place name could be detected
from the user location and/or the tweet text using gazetteers including Geonames

(Geonames, 2020) and DBPedia (DBpedia, 2020). The following methodology

was applied to each tweet which did not contain geo or place coordinates as

described in 2.3 above:

Geonames was used as our primary source of gazetted features as it is a geographical
database with information about all countries with over eight million places, such as
cities and points of interest. Where there was no match found in the Geonames
database, the DBpedia database was used.
Where a match to a place name is found, a set of co-ordinates or bounding boxes from
the gazetteer database is returned.
Where locations were found in both the user profile and tweet text, place names in the
tweet text are preferred as they are more likely to relate to the subject of the tweet.
In a small number of cases, the user profile location and tweet text locations may
differ; in that case, the place determined from the tweet text is given more weight
during the location inference process.
Where multiple matches to a place name were found in Geonames (i.e. where a place
name exists in more than one country), then if there was no reference to the country
elsewhere in the tweet or the country had not already been determined by the country
filter described in 2.3.1 above, the place with the largest population (which has been

found in previous studies to be the most likely location for the tweet (Schulz

et al., 2013, Arthur et al., 2018) ) was logged and coordinates returned.
In addition, where multiple place names are determined from a tweet, to infer the

most probable location, areas of overlap between the matching location

polygons are detected before a final coordinate or bounding box is returned.

This assumes that polygon overlaps are the highest likelihood locations.

Since some place names are also commonly used to denote something other than a
location (Liu et al., 2011), a database of words which are also places was used to
remove apparent locations which were more likely to be a word than a place (e.g. dew,
aka, var, etc).”

Lines 227-228 sentence has been modified to clarify the use of polygons and
overlapping concept as follows:

“In addition, where multiple place names are determined from a tweet, to infer the most

probable location, areas of overlap between the matching location polygons are

detected before a final coordinate or bounding box is returned. This assumes

that polygon overlaps are the highest likelihood locations.”



Lines 228-230 - sentence has been moved to end of paragraph, as shown in 6. above.
Line 234 - this sentence has been rewritten as described in 10 below.
Line 234 has been amended as follows:

“Where multiple matches to a place name were found in Geonames (i.e. where a place
name exists in more than one country), then if there was no reference to the country
elsewhere in the tweet or the country had not already been determined by the country
filter described in 2.3.1 above, the place with the largest population (which has been

found in previous studies to be the most likely location for the tweet (Schulz et

al., 2013, Arthur et al., 2018) ) was logged and coordinates returned.”

RESULTS

On review of the results section we agree that this section could be more streamlined.
We suggest merging figures 7 and 8 and the related sections of text. Section 3.4 could
also be reduced by removing figure 11 and merging figures 13 and 14; as well as the
related text.

DISCUSSION

We thank the reviewer for this observation. The Met Office database was laborious and
time consuming to collect, however it is very useful because it pulls information from a
wide range of sources; includes all events found, regardless of location in the world;
and has clear and consistent criteria for events to be included within it. In this study,
we have shown that Twitter data is a good source of data for event detection.
Furthermore, the type of record that Twitter provides (i.e. eye-witness accounts,
individual reports of events taking place), is different in nature to the aggregated
sources that the Met Office database and other similar databases use. Therefore Twitter
data can be used as a ‘first pass’ event detection tool, largely automating the difficult
manual curation task. We have strengthened our point on this in the discussion to
clarify this issue.
As detailed in our response to General comments, we have added some further points
to the discussion to hopefully strengthen our argument for the method being suitable to
be used at a global scale
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